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Abstract

In bicameral legislatures, the protection of small states often motivates malapportioning in the upper house. Using a legislative bargaining model, I show that malapportionment may produce the opposite effect. Under unicameralism, same-state legislators are shown to not inherently be coordinated to cooperate, diminishing the fear of a big state conspiracy. By contrast, under bicameralism, preference complementarities enable upper house legislators to effectively coordinate their state delegations, and this skews the expected allocation in favor of big states. Hence, unless bicameralism significantly increases their agenda power, small states will fare even worse under bicameralism whenever they are disadvantaged under unicameralism.
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1 Introduction

"The equality of representation in the Senate,... being evidently the result of compromise between the opposite pretensions of the large and the small States..." "A government founded on principles more consonant to the wishes of the larger States, is not likely to be obtained from the smaller States." — James Madison, Federalist no. 62

Bicameralism is an institutional feature common to many legislatures around the world. In almost all bicameral systems, legislators in the lower house represent districts of roughly equal size by population (Tsebelis and Money, 1997), reflecting the principle of equal representation. By contrast, representation in the upper house is often intentionally malapportioned to benefit particular constituencies.¹ For example, a malapportioned upper house that gives equal representation to states or provinces has the obvious effect of over-representing regions with smaller populations.

In the United States, the over-representation of small states in the upper house resulted from a compromise to the small states, who feared that their interests would be ignored in the popular chamber where a few large states could command majorities between themselves. A similar compromise, to entice smaller states to join the federation, informed the design of the Australian Senate. The logic seems straightforward: over-representation of small states in the upper house protects them against usurpation of the policy agenda by the larger states. Implicit in the argument’s logic is the expectation that state delegations in a unicameral legislature will likely vote as a coordinated unit. This, in turn, requires that the interests of legislators from the same state sufficiently overlap, so that a policy that is held to be desirable by some legislators from a given state, will likely be held desirable by most or all legislators from that state.

But this is a strong assumption. Policies may, after all, benefit voters in some parts of a state but not others. A policy to finance public transit infrastructure, for example, will likely be supported by legislators representing districts in New York City, but is unlikely to be of much value to legislators representing districts upstate. The interests of people in different

¹
electoral districts need not coincide simply because those districts are located within the same state. (Thorpe (2010) finds, for example, that geographic disparities in the allocation of defense contracts are tied to local, rather than state wide, economic conditions.) Over a variety of policy issues, local interests may well be most salient in determining legislator behavior.

This paper investigates the claim that bicameralism provides an advantage to small states. I assume that legislators are concerned with the interests of their immediate constituency, so that parochial and state interests do not necessarily coincide. I show that, contrary to conventional wisdom, bicameralism does not necessarily improve the welfare of small states, and may have the unintended consequence of harming them. Moreover, bicameralism will tend to worsen outcomes for small states precisely when those states would already have been disadvantaged under unicameralism. Hence, the case for bicameralism as a check against policy usurpation by big states, may be mistaken, and warrants further examination.

To study this question, I adapt the bargaining framework in Baron and Ferejohn (1989) to model decision making in a bicameral legislature. The legislature must allocate a fixed surplus amongst various districts. Each district is contained within a state, and small states contain fewer districts than big states. Representation in the lower house is by district, whilst representation in the upper house is by state. Lower house legislators seek to maximize the allocation to their district alone, whilst upper house legislators seek to maximize the total allocation to the districts within their state. If recognized, a legislator will propose an allocation that maximizes funding to her constituency whilst earning the support of majorities in both chambers. In equilibrium, the proposal will target districts whose representatives are ‘cheap’ — i.e. who will demand fewer concessions before supporting a proposal. The price of legislators in turn depends on the size of the allocation they expect to receive. Legislators who rationally expect to receive more, will be more demanding than those who expect to receive less. Since allocating funds to a given district benefits both the legislator representing that district and the legislator representing the associated state, there are complementari-
ties between the preferences of lower and upper house legislators from the same state. This complementarity will be crucial to the analysis that follows.

The main insight of this paper is as follows: Under unicameralism, whilst it is possible for big state legislators to privilege one another when forming coalitions (to the detriment of small states), such behavior would often not be in their best interest. Indeed, a big state legislator may find it more rewarding to collaborate with small state legislators, especially if they are cheaper. Hence, under unicameralism, legislators from the same state are not inherently coordinated to work together; they are not natural coalition partners. Additionally, if the concern of policy usurpation by big states is well founded, then it must be that small state legislators are cheaper coalition partners, since they would be expected to gain less in the bargaining process. Hence, the fear that big states will conspire against small states is least compelling precisely in those cases when small states are expected to fare poorly.

Now, consider a bicameral legislature. The incentives for lower house legislators are analogous to the unicameral case. However, the incentives for upper house legislators differ markedly, since they are concerned with the total allocation across their state. (This is consistent with the empirical findings in Lee (2004) and Lazarus and Steigerwalt (2009), that the state wide interests of upper house legislators differ from the parochial interests of lower house legislators from the same state.) When recognized, an upper house legislator will allocate funds across each of the districts within his state. Given the complementarity in preferences, this naturally earns the support of the lower house legislators from his state, resulting in coordinated support for policies amongst state delegations. Furthermore, this coordinated support from the proposer’s delegation reduces the number of out-of-state legislators upon whom the proposer must expend resources to build a winning coalition. Since big state delegations are larger than small state delegations, they are then able to retain more resources within their own state, thus skewing the distribution in their favor. I refer to this as the reduced requirement effect. By introducing state-level representatives, bicameralism has the unintended consequence of creating incentives for precisely the sort of coordinated
behavior that generated the concern of policy usurpation by big states under unicameralism.

Of course, by requiring that proposals receive majority support in the upper house, where small state legislators are more numerous, bicameralism may have the additional effect of drawing more small states into coalitions than would otherwise be the case. I refer to this as the standard effect. The net effect of bicameralism may thus be ambiguous — the reduced requirement effect tends to work against small states, whilst the standard effect often helps. Which of these effects dominates will depend on the relative ‘prices’ of different types of legislators. If small state legislators are relatively expensive, then the standard effect will dominate. Building an upper house majority requires cooperating with small state legislators, even though they are more expensive, and would have been excluded from unicameral coalitions. By contrast, if small state legislators are relatively cheap, then the reduced requirement effect will dominate. Small state legislators would have already been well represented in the unicameral governing coalition, and the coordination by big states under bicameralism, decreases the number who are needed. Recall that small state legislators will be relatively cheap when they expect to fare worse than big states in the bargaining game. Hence, bicameralism tends to hurt small states in precisely those cases when they would already have been disadvantaged under unicameralism.

Bicameralism may also affect equilibrium policy outcomes by changing the likelihood that the agenda setter is from a big state. Proposition 3 decomposes the overall effect of bicameralism into a coalition composition channel and an agenda setting channel. The proposition shows that, if small states are likely to be disfavored under unicameralism, then they will continue to be disfavored under bicameralism, unless bicameralism sufficiently skews agenda control in their favor.

To be clear, this paper does not claim that bicameralism always disadvantages small states. For example, the model’s predictions are perfectly consistent with the empirical result in Hauk, Wacziarg et al. (2007), which finds no difference in per-capita spending between big and small state districts in appropriations bills originating in the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives, but a significant advantage to small states in conference committee bills. Rather, this paper makes the conditional claim that if small states were likely to be disadvantaged under unicameralism, then they would likely be even more so disadvantaged under bicameralism. Hence, the case for malapportionment in the upper house, to remedy perceived inequalities between big and small states, may not be well founded.

The characterization of optimal coalitions in a multicameral framework with imperfectly correlated preferences poses significant challenges and is generically intractable. The usual procedure of targeting policy towards the cheapest legislators breaks down when legislators who are relatively cheap in one chamber turn out to be expensive in the other chamber. This paper, by focusing on the simplest bicameral framework that includes imperfectly correlated preferences, provides an explicit characterization of these optimal coalitions. This is the first paper to fully characterize bargaining outcomes under these conditions.

Bicameralism, as a feature of legislative institutions, has generated significant interest in the recent literature. Tshebelis and Money (1997) and Cutrone and McCarty (2006) provide an extensive summary of the existing literature. The model of bicameralism used in this paper draws on the work of McCarty (2000), Ansolabehere, Snyder and Ting (2003), and in particular, Kalandrakis (2004). Kalandrakis presents a model in which there are two types of states — big and small — who send delegations to both houses of the legislature. The government determines an allocation of funds to each state. Legislators represent their state (rather than districts within the state) and so the preferences of all legislators from the same state will be perfectly aligned. Hence, state delegations are guaranteed to vote en bloc.

Whilst Kalandrakis does not explicitly address the unicameral versus bicameral question, his model setup implicitly coordinates big state legislators in such a way that would cause unicameralism to disadvantage small states. By contrast, in this paper, lower house legislators represent individual districts, rather than the state as a whole. This is important for two reasons. First, as I have argued, recognizing differences in policy interests between legislators from the same state is arguably more reasonable over a range of policy contexts. Indeed,
much of the empirical literature (see Levitt and Snyder Jr (1995), Heitshusen (2001), Lee (2004), Knight (2005), Lazarus and Steigerwalt (2009), amongst many others) has focused on
district level allocations. Second, distinct preferences makes the assumption of coordinated
behavior — and the associated concern of big state policy usurpation — far less compelling.

Ansolabehere, Snyder and Ting (2003) present a model in which lower house legislators do
represent individual districts. However, they assume that upper house legislators represent
the median district in their state, rather than the state as a whole. This approach effectively
imposes an arbitrary decision rule on the behavior of upper house legislators, rather than
determining their optimal choice. In fact, the chosen decision rule is inconsistent with optimal
behavior — it requires the legislator to support proposals that allocate strictly less funds
to the state than could be expected in the continuation play. The legislator will support
proposals that his constituents, on average, dislike. By contrast, in assuming that upper
house legislators are motivated by the gross allocation to their state, my model allows for
optimal legislator behavior, rationalized by consistent policy preferences.

Two other models of bicameralism study the effect of preference complementarities in
different contexts. Chen (2010) introduces complementarities by considering a polity in
which lower and upper house legislators represent geographically overlapping constituencies.
In that paper, lower house districts need not be located wholly within upper house districts,
and so the application to federal bicameral systems is less compelling. Shepsle et al. (2009)
study the effect of the senatorial electoral cycle on the timing of targeted appropriations
when credit is shared between upper and lower house legislators. Theirs is a dynamic model
that is concerned with cyclicity of appropriations, independent of the big versus small state
question.

The model is distinguished from other bargaining models of bicameralism, such as Mc-
Carty (2000) and Diermeier and Myerson (1999), that do not account for the complementarities in legislator preferences. Diermeier and Myerson (1999), for example, consider a
lobby model in which legislators’ preferences are uncorrelated and depend only on the size
of the bribe they individually receive. In contrast to distributional policies, Hammond and Miller (1987) consider a spatial model of bicameralism, although theirs is not a bargaining approach. They demonstrate that, unlike unicameral legislatures, bicameralism may generate stable policies, provided that upper and lower house agents have preferences that are sufficiently distinct. This assumption stands in contrast to this paper, which assumes that preferences are positively correlated. Hammond and Miller’s analysis predicts a range of possible bicameral policies, all of which are intermediate to the ideal policies of each chamber. Heller (1997) uses Nash bargaining to select a unique policy from amongst these. By contrast, this paper shows that bicameralism need not moderate outcomes, and may indeed produce more skewed outcomes that would be generated by either house acting unilaterally.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines the model of bicameralism. Sections 3 and 4 present the intuition for the equilibrium through the exploration of a simple numerical example. Section 5 presents a comparison of unicameralism and bicameralism. Section 6 concludes. The formal analysis of the model, and associated proofs can be found in the Appendix.

2 The Model

The formal model is adapted from Kalandrakis (2004). There is a polity that is divided into geographical regions, or states. There are \( b \geq 1 \) big states and \( s \geq 1 \) small states. The polity is also divided into electoral districts. For simplicity, I assume that each small state contains just one electoral district (i.e. the state and district coincide), whilst each big state contains \( k > 1 \) districts. Hence, there are \( s + kb \) districts located within \( s + b \) states.

The government must determine the allocation of resources (e.g. funding for highways or other local public goods) amongst the various districts in the polity. Congressional districts are assumed to be the finest level at which legislators may direct resources. The total supply of government resources is normalized to 1. A policy is a vector \( x = (x_1, \ldots, x_{s+kb}) \), where \( x_i \)
is the share of the pie that is received by the \(i\)th district.

Government policy is determined by a legislature comprised of two chambers: an upper and lower house. In the upper house, each state is represented by one legislator, whilst in the lower house, each district is represented by one legislator. The procedure by which the legislature adopts policy is based on the framework of Baron and Ferejohn (1989). In a given bargaining period, a member of the legislature is chosen at random to propose a division of the ‘pie’. Once the proposal is made, the legislators in both chambers simultaneously vote to either accept or reject the proposal. The proposal is accepted if at least \(M_L > \frac{s+kb}{2}\) legislators in the lower house and at least \(M_U > \frac{s+kb}{2}\) legislators in the upper house vote to accept the proposal. (The setup, therefore, allows for super-majority rules in either chamber.) If the proposal is accepted, then the allocation is implemented and the game ends. If the proposal is rejected, then the legislature adjourns and reconvenes in the following period, when the above procedure is repeated. This process continues until a proposal is accepted. Whenever a comparison is made to unicameralism, the unicameral legislature is assumed to be identical to the lower house of the bicameral legislature.

Since the policy space is purely distributional, each legislator’s goal is to direct as large a slice of the pie as possible to his or her constituency. Formally, \(u^L_i (x) = x_i\) is the utility of the lower house legislator representing the \(i\)th district. Similarly \(u^U_j (x) = \sum_i x_i\) is the utility of the upper house legislator from the \(j\)th state, where the summation is over the set of districts within that state. All agents share a common discount factor \(\delta \in [0, 1]\).

This specification of preferences is a significant point of departure from Kalandrakis (2004). That paper assumes that allocations are made to states rather than districts, and so all legislators from the same state have identical preferences over allocations, independent of the chamber in which they reside. The result is that state delegations (in both chambers) vote en bloc. By contrast, since this paper assumes that resources are targeted at the district level, state delegations need no longer be unanimous in their assessment of different proposals. Indeed, lower house legislators from the same state are motivated purely by
attracting resources to their district, independent of the allocation to other districts within their state. However, there is a complementarity between the preferences of lower and upper house legislators from the same state. Since upper house legislators seek to maximize the total resources accruing to districts within their state, an allocation that improves outcomes for a given district, also improves outcomes for that district's state, *ceteris paribus*. In this model, since in small states, the state is the district, the preferences of lower and upper house agents perfectly coincide. By contrast, in big states, where there are many districts, the preferences of lower and upper house legislator only partially correlate. The complementarity in legislator preferences is crucial to the analysis that follows.

Denote the set of legislator types by \( T = \{S^L, S^U, B^L, B^U\} \), where \( S^L \) refers to a lower house legislator from a small state, and the other types are similarly defined. Let \( p_t \geq 0 \) be the probability that a type-\( t \) legislator is recognized as the proposer.\(^4\) These probabilities must satisfy: \( b (kp_{B^L} + p_{B^U}) + s (p_{S^L} + p_{S^U}) = 1 \). (When comparing to unicameralism, there are two types \( T \in \{S, B\} \) and the probabilities satisfy \( bk_p + sp_s = 1 \).) The setup places no restriction on the allocation of proposal power between chambers or between large and small states. For example, recognition probabilities are not assumed to be independent across chambers, and a feature of bicameralism may be to skew proposal power towards small states.

The goal of this paper is to analyze the effect of bicameralism on big versus small states. Accordingly, I abstract from features that may generate within-type differences (i.e. differences in outcomes between big state districts or between small state districts), in order to focus on between-type differences. Such abstractions are analogous to controlling for factors that may be salient, but which are unrelated to the effect of size. For example, implicit in the type-dependent recognition probabilities above, is the assumption that all legislators of a given type (e.g. all lower house legislators from big states) are identical in their likelihood of being recognized as the proposer. Whilst within-type differences in proposal power may exist, such differences cannot explain aggregate differences in outcomes *between* big and
small states. For similar reasons, I restrict attention to strategies and equilibria that are stationary and symmetric. This requires that, whilst legislators may distinguish between districts or legislators from differently sized states, they cannot arbitrarily distinguish districts or legislators from states of the same size. Symmetry ensures that the equilibrium outcomes generated by this model are a consequence of differences in size, rather than some other arbitrary or unmodeled factor.

Pure strategy equilibria do not always exist in this game, and so agents may be required to play mixed strategies. Let $\mu \in \Delta (X)$ be an assignment of probabilities over the set of feasible allocations. A stationary, symmetric strategy for a type-$t$ legislator is an assignment of probabilities $\mu_t$ over feasible allocations whenever they are the proposer, and a decision rule $a_t : X \to \{0, 1\}$ which indicates whether they will accept or reject a given proposal when they are not the proposer. The stationarity assumption requires that agents choose the same action in every structurally equivalent sub-game, which amounts to asserting that strategies are history independent. A stationary, symmetric, sub-game perfect equilibrium is a set of strategies $\{(\mu_t, a_t)_{t \in T}\}$, such that, for each type $t \in T$, there is no other strategy $(\mu'_t, a'_t)$ which gives some legislator strictly higher utility, given the strategies of all other players.

I make two additional refinements which are standard in the literature. First, I restrict attention to equilibria in which the agents’ decision rules satisfy the weak dominance property. This requires that an agent accept a proposal $x$, only if she weakly prefers the outcome under that policy to her expected payo if the proposal were rejected. Weak dominance requires that agents behave as though they were pivotal. This rules out perverse equilibria in which agents accept (or reject) all proposals, independent of their preference, because they do not expect their choice to affect the outcome. Second, where necessary, I restrict attention to no-delay equilibria. Banks and Duggan (2000),(2006) show that no-delay equilibria exist in a general bargaining environment that embeds this model.

Before moving to the analysis, I briefly discuss some of the modeling choices underlying this model. First, the model focuses on purely distributive policies. This in itself is not
unreasonable — a significant function of government is to allocate funding and resources — although it admittedly narrows the scope of the analysis. Several factors motivate this choice. Chief amongst these is that the measurement of welfare is simplest in a distributive policy space — it suffices to simply compare per-capita spending across districts. Given the ease of measurement, the distributional policy space is also the natural context to empirically study the consequences of bicameralism. Indeed, Lee (2000), Lee (2004), Hauk, Wacziarg et al. (2007), Knight (2008), Lazarus and Steigerwalt (2009), amongst many others, all examine the distributional consequences of bicameralism by measuring funding for various local public goods in appropriations bills. By contrast, suppose we considered a spatial policy. To determine the policy success of each legislator, we must now compare their ideal policy (which, empirically, is not observed) to the equilibrium policy. The overall implication for big and small states will thus depend on the arrangement of the ideal policies of legislators from big and small states.\footnote{Unless there are strong reasons, \textit{a priori}, to believe that the ideal policies of legislators from big states systematically differ from those of small state legislators in a known way, it becomes difficult to draw general conclusions about the impact of institutions on the outcomes for big and small states.}

The distributive policy space also enables the simplest specification of legislator preferences and of complementarities across chambers (since money outcomes are additive). By contrast, the specification of preferences and the connection between the preferences of lower house and upper house legislators is made much more complicated in a spatial model.\footnote{As we will see below, complementarities play a crucial role in predicting how bicameral policies will differ from unicameral ones. Absent these complementarities, the sense in which upper house legislators broadly represent the aggregate interest of voters across their state becomes lost.} As we will see below, complementarities play a crucial role in predicting how bicameral policies will differ from unicameral ones. Absent these complementarities, the sense in which upper house legislators broadly represent the aggregate interest of voters across their state becomes lost.

Second, the model assumes that legislators are unconcerned with the allocation to constituencies other than their own, thus ignoring the possibility of spillovers. Even if the interests of disparate districts from the same state are unconnected, we might expect the
interests of neighboring districts to correlate. That this is true is not disputed. As before, the simplifying assumption is made for tractability. Furthermore, externalities are typically not contained within state boundaries — spillovers will also flow between neighboring districts separated by state lines. Hence, the inclusion of externalities may be just as likely to spur between-state cooperation as within-state cooperation. Moreover, the results will depend crucially upon the specific geographic arrangement of districts and states, and this will again obfuscate the identification of general insights into the effect of bicameralism on big versus small states.

Third, although the model of the legislature is consistent with many models of bicameralism (including Ansolabehere, Snyder and Ting (2003), Banks and Duggan (2000), Kalandrakis (2004), and McCarty (2000)), it nevertheless simplifies the bargaining process in a variety of ways. For example, the model simplifies the bargaining dynamic by assuming that offers continue to be made *ad nauseum*, until a resolution is achieved; navette continues until a proposal is accepted. Tsebelis and Money (1997) note that navette is the most common method of resolving inter-cameral disputes, and as such, I take this as a reasonable modeling choice. Nevertheless, I acknowledge that alternative dispute resolution mechanisms (such as a conference committee, or dissolution of the legislature) are used in some legislatures. In doing so, I note the following: First, the Baron and Ferejohn framework can be easily modified to reflect these alternative procedures, and doing so will not change the inherent logic of the model. The continuing navette assumption is made, because the model requires that some procedure be specified, and amongst the various alternatives, it is simplest. Second, Kalandrakis (2004) discusses conditions under which the *ad nauseum* navette assumption can be mapped onto a model with a conference committee.

Notwithstanding its starkness, there is considerable evidence (see Wilson (1986) and Knight (2005)) that the Baron and Ferejohn model captures important features of the legislative bargaining dynamic. Furthermore, as will becomes clear, the channel that this paper highlights focuses purely on the composition of optimal coalitions. The crucial assumption
is that proposers will build coalitions comprised of the cheapest of legislators. (Lee (2000) finds empirical support for this assumption.) The remaining assumptions (e.g. regarding the recognition rule, and the nature of the continuation game) are important in determining the ‘price’ of legislators, and these prices may differ under different specifications. Nevertheless, the insights regarding the composition of optimal coalitions will remain true, no matter how the legislator prices are determined. Hence, the process highlighted in this paper will be robust to different specifications of the bargaining protocol, making any given modeling choice relatively benign.

3 Optimal Coalitions & Reduced Requirement Effect

In this section, I provide an informal account of equilibrium in the bicameral legislature by solving a particular numerical example. The interested reader can find a formal presentation of the general results in the Appendix.

Suppose there are four small states \((s = 4)\) each containing only one district, and one big state \((b = 1)\) containing five districts \((k = 5)\). Each district has one representative in the lower house and each state has one representative in the upper house. Accordingly, there are nine lower house, and five upper house legislators. A bill is accepted if it receives the support of a simple majority of legislators in each chamber — five legislators in the lower house \((M_L = 5)\) and three legislators in the upper house \((M_U = 3)\). This example is instructive because it captures the scenario in which big state legislators could control the agenda if there were only a lower house, whilst small states constitute a majority in the upper house. For simplicity, I assume there is no discounting of the future \((\delta = 1)\).

Equilibrium characterization in the Baron and Ferejohn (1989) framework proceeds in two steps. One step determines the composition of the equilibrium coalition, taking as given the cost of ‘buying’ each legislator’s support (i.e. how demanding they are). The other step determines this ‘price’ as a consequence of the legislator’s expected payoff under the future
coalitions that will likely arise if the current proposal fails. Naturally these steps interact with one another — the optimal coalitions depend on legislators’ equilibrium ‘prices’, and these ‘prices’ themselves depend on (future) optimal coalitions. An equilibrium is a specification of ‘prices’ and coalition building rules for which these two procedures are consistent. Since this paper’s novelty stems from the composition of the optimal coalition, I begin with a consideration of that step.

Let \( v_S \) be the share of the pie that a small state district expects to receive, \( \text{ex ante} \) (i.e. before the proposer is recognized).\(^7\) Similarly, let \( v_B \) be the \( \text{ex ante} \) share of the pie that big state districts expect to receive. If \( v_S = v_B \), then expected per capita spending is the same in both large and small state districts. By contrast, if \( v_S > v_B \), then per capita spending is larger (on average) in small state districts, and the converse is true if \( v_S < v_B \).

Legislators from a small state reason that if the current proposal is rejected, their constituency will on average receive \( v_S \) in the following round of bargaining. Hence, a small state legislator (from either chamber) will accept any current proposal which allocates at least \( v_S \) to their district.\(^8\) This is the ‘price’ of a small state legislator. It is the most that they can credibly demand in the bargaining process. Similarly, \( v_B \) is the ‘price’ of a lower house legislator from the big state, and \( 5v_B \) is the price of the upper house legislator from the big state (since the expected total allocation across the big state is \( 5v_B \)).

To see the effect of preference complementarities across the chambers, note that allocating at least \( v_S \) to a small state district earns the support of both the lower and upper house representatives from that state. Similarly, allocating at least \( 2.5v_B \) to two of the big state districts will earn the support of the two lower house legislators representing those districts as well as the upper house legislator from the big state. Alternatively, allocating \( v_B \) to each of the five big state districts would suffice to earn the support of all five lower house legislators as well as the upper house legislator from the big state. Amongst all allocations that earn the support of the upper house legislator from the big state, the equal division allocation is most ‘efficient’ in the sense that it maximizes support amongst lower house legislators from
the big state. A proposer who seeks to build the cheapest winning coalition will naturally prefer efficient allocations to inefficient ones.

A corollary to this result is that, if a proposal is efficient, the upper house legislator from the big state will only accept the proposal if it is supported by all of the lower house legislators from that district. This result may seem counter-intuitive — we might, for example, have expected the upper house legislator to support any proposal that receives the support of a majority of lower house legislators from her state. But note that allocating \( v_B \) to a particular big state district causes that district’s legislator to essentially be indifferent between supporting or rejecting the proposal. If the proposer allocated \( v_B \) to three big state districts and 0 to the remaining two, then the constituents in three of the five big state districts would be indifferent to the proposal, whilst constituents in the remaining two districts would strictly prefer rejection. The ‘average’ constituent in the big state would clearly prefer that the proposal be rejected. (Intuitively, accepting the proposal only brings \( 3v_B \) into the state, whereas rejecting the proposal will bring \( 5v_B \), in expectation, in the following period.)

By contrast, allocating \( v_B \) to all five big state districts causes all constituents in the big state to be indifferent to the proposal, and so the upper house legislator will be indifferent as well. Indeed, further increasing the allocation to any big state district will then cause the upper house legislator to strictly prefer accepting the proposal, since the proposal is weakly preferred in all districts and strictly in some districts.

### 3.1 Optimal Coalition in a Unicameral Legislature

Begin by considering coalition building in a unicameral legislature with the same composition as the lower house. The proposer must propose an allocation that receives the support of at least five legislators. In equilibrium, the proposer will always support her own proposal. (Intuitively, if the price of each legislator is equal to her expected share of the pie, and not all legislators are included in the coalition, then the proposer will keep a larger share of the pie than she would expect to receive if she were not the proposer.) Hence, the proposer need
only ‘purchase’ the support of four other legislators. Clearly she will choose the cheapest coalition partners, in order to keep the largest possible share of the pie for herself.

Recall — at this step, we take legislator ‘prices’ \((v_S \text{ and } v_B)\) as given. There are three cases to consider. First, suppose \(v_B < v_S\), so that big state legislators are cheaper coalition partners than small state legislators. If the proposer is a big state legislator, she will invite the four remaining big state legislators to join the coalition. If the proposer is a small state legislator, she will randomly select four of the five big state legislators to join the coalition. In both cases, the ‘purchased’ coalition members are offered \(v_B\) each, whilst the proposer keeps the remaining \(1 - 4v_B\) for her own district. Small state legislators are never brought into the coalition.

Second, suppose \(v_B > v_S\), so that big state legislators are more expensive coalition partners than small state legislators. If the proposer is a big state legislator, she will offer \(v_S\) to the four small state legislators to join the coalition, keeping the remaining \(1 - 4v_S\) for herself. If the proposer is a small state legislator, she will offer \(v_S\) to the three remaining small state legislators and \(v_B\) to one randomly selected big state legislators (from the five), keeping \(1 - 3v_S - v_B\) for herself. Small state legislators are always included in every coalition.

Finally, suppose \(v_B = v_S\), so that big and small state legislators are equally expensive as coalition partners. Then, the proposer is indifferent between coalition partners and will randomly choose between them.\(^{11}\)

To summarize the above discussion, let \(\sigma_t\) (resp. \(\beta_t\)) denote the number of small (resp. big) state legislators that a type-\(t\) proposer invites into her coalition, where \(t \in \{S, B\}\).\(^{12}\) To be clear, this count does not include the proposer; it only includes those legislators whose
support was directly ‘purchased’. We have\(^{13}\):

\[
\begin{align*}
(\sigma^u_S, \beta^u_S) &= \begin{cases} 
(3, 1) & v_S < v_B \\
(0, 4) & v_S > v_B 
\end{cases} \\
(\sigma^u_B, \beta^u_B) &= \begin{cases} 
(4, 0) & v_S < v_B \\
(0, 4) & v_S > v_B 
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

The composition of the optimal coalition is determined by the relative prices of big and small state legislators. If the system favors big state districts (so that \(v_B > v_S\)), then small states will always be included in the coalition, and big state districts will be routinely excluded, regardless of the identity of the proposer. The incentive for legislators to get the best deal for their constituents precludes strategies in which big state legislators conspire against small states and vice versa. Despite commanding a majority of the legislature between them, it may be in interest of big state legislators to form coalitions with small state legislators rather than with each other. Legislators from the big state are not innately coordinated to keep resources within their state.

### 3.2 Optimal Coalition in a Bicameral Legislature

Now, consider coalition building in a bicameral legislature. The proposer’s task of constructing the optimal coalition is analogous to the previous sub-section, except that, now, the proposer must simultaneously build majorities in both chambers. Analogous to the unicameral legislature, the proposer will always support her own proposal in equilibrium. Additionally, as I show in Lemma 1 in the Appendix, in a symmetric equilibrium, the proposal is also guaranteed to receive the support of \textit{all} of the legislators from the proposer’s state residing in the opposite chamber. (As above, the intuition is that, even after enticing other out-of-state legislators into the coalition, the proposer will keep sufficiently many resources in her constituency to ensure the support of the legislator(s) in the other chamber.
who also value that constituency.\textsuperscript{14}) Hence, if the proposer is from a small state, she can take for granted the support of one legislator in each chamber, and so must propose an allocation that ‘purchases’ the support of an additional four lower house, and two upper house, legislators. The same is true of a lower house legislator from the big state. By contrast, the upper house legislator from the big state can take for granted her own support in the upper house, and the support of five legislators (all of the lower house legislators from the big state) in the lower house. The proposer does not need to purchase the support of as many legislators to achieve a majority in the lower house. I refer to this as the reduced requirement effect; it is the main insight that distinguishes this paper from Kalandrakis (2004). In fact, in this case, a lower house majority automatically exists. The proposer need only ‘purchase’ the support of two additional upper house legislators.

The implications of the reduced requirement effect are made apparent by constructing the optimal bicameral coalitions. Again, there are several cases to consider. First, suppose $v_S < v_B$ so that small state legislators are cheaper in both houses. Regardless of their type, proposers will want to build coalitions containing small state legislators whenever possible. If the proposer is from a small state, she will allocate $v_S$ to each of the remaining three small state districts, $v_B$ to one randomly selected big state district, and keep the remaining $1 - 3v_S - v_B$ for her own district/state. Similarly, if the proposer is a lower-house legislator from the big state, she will allocate $v_S$ to each of the four small state districts, and keep the remaining $1 - 4v_S$ for her own district. In both cases, all small districts are included in the coalition. A minimum winning coalition will exist in the lower house, and a super majority will exist in the upper house. Notice that the optimal coalitions are identical to the unicameral case. The complementarity in preferences ensured that, in constructing a lower house majority, the upper house constraint would be automatically satisfied. Malapportionment notwithstanding, bicameralism has conferred no particular advantage to small states.

Now suppose that the proposer is the upper house legislator from the big state. Given the reduced requirement effect, the proposer can presume the existence of a majority in the lower
house. To achieve a majority in the upper house, she need only allocate $v_S$ randomly amongst two of the four small state districts. The remaining $1 - 2v_S$ will be equally allocated amongst the five districts in the big state.\textsuperscript{15} The properties of the equilibrium have reversed — a bare majority exists in the upper house, whereas a super-majority exists in the lower house. Although big state districts are more expensive than small state districts, the equilibrium coalition excludes more small state districts, and directs more resources towards the big state districts. Here we see the reduced requirement effect at work. To the extent that the upper house legislator from the big state is recognized as the proposer, bicameralism can skew the allocation away from small states, even when small state legislators are cheaper coalition partners than big state legislators.

The optimal coalitions can similarly be determined for the remaining cases. We have:

\[
(\sigma^b_S, \beta^b_S) = \begin{cases} 
(3, 1) & v_S < v_B \\
(2, 2) & v_B < v_S < 3v_B \\
(1, 5) & v_S > 3v_B 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
(\sigma^b_B\ell, \beta^b_B\ell) = \begin{cases} 
(4, 0) & v_S < v_B \\
(2, 2) & v_S > v_B 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
(\sigma^b_Bu, \beta^b_Bu) = (2, 0)
\]

As before, as small states become more expensive, the proposer switches towards coalitions that privilege big states.\textsuperscript{16} However, unlike the unicameral case, small state legislators are not completely excluded from the coalition as they become relatively expensive. Instead, resources are always directed towards at least one small state, and often two. This is the ‘standard channel’ by which bicameralism is perceived to benefit small states. The need to achieve a majority in the upper house makes it more likely that small states will be included in coalitions, since they are more numerous in that chamber.
Comparing the optimal coalitions under the two regimes, we see that bicameralism has two potential effects. On the one hand, the standard channel tends to increase representation of small states. This is especially apparent in the case when \( v_S > v_B \), where small state legislators would have been entirely excluded from coalitions under unicameralism, but at least one and often two small states are included under bicameralism.\(^{17}\) On the other hand, the reduced requirement effect tends to decrease representation of small states, by coordinating big state proposers to keep resources within their state. This is made apparent in the case when \( v_S < v_B \), where all small states are included in the coalition under unicameralism, but some are excluded under bicameralism when the proposer is an upper house legislator from the big state. Notice that the standard channel tends to benefit small states in cases where they would otherwise have been excluded from coalitions under unicameralism (i.e. when \( v_S > v_B \)). Similarly, the reduced requirement channel particularly hurts small states in cases where they would otherwise have been included in coalitions under unicameralism (i.e. when \( v_S < v_B \)). Hence, the reduced requirement channel hurts small states under bicameralism precisely in those cases when unicameralism would already disadvantage small states. This is the main insight of this paper — whilst bicameralism can benefit small states, it is not guaranteed to do so, and may in fact be detrimental to their interests. Indeed, bicameralism can have the effect of amplifying inequities that arise under unicameralism. If there were a genuine concern that small states would fair poorly under unicameralism, then bicameralism, with a malapportioned upper house, may merely make things worse.

I stress that the process driving these results stems purely from the nature of optimal coalition building. The effects outlined in this section will be present whenever proposers build coalitions comprising of the cheapest legislators. As I show in the following section, equilibrium legislator prices will depend on various assumptions about the bargaining framework, including the recognition rule, the process following rejection of a proposal and so on. Varying these details may cause equilibrium legislator prices to change. However these details do not effect the coalition building process itself. The insights regarding the optimal
coalition will remain true, no matter how the legislator prices are determined. Hence, the process highlighted in this paper will be robust to different specifications of the bargaining protocol.

I end this subsection with a technical note. As should be clear from the above example, coalition building is simple when either \( v_S < v_B \) or \( v_S > kv_B \). In the former case, small state legislators are cheaper than big state legislators in both chambers, and so the optimal allocation will tend to privilege small state districts. In the latter case, the opposite is true, and so the optimal allocation will tend to privilege big state districts. Coalition building in the intermediate case \( v_B < v_S < kv_B \) is more interesting. Big state legislators are cheaper in the lower house, but more expensive in the upper house. The proposer would ideally target big state districts to build lower house majorities, whilst targeting small state districts to build upper house majorities. How should the proposer allocate resources, given that the same allocation must achieve both goals simultaneously, and there is no clear sense about which approach is most attractive? In Proposition 1 in the Appendix, I provide a simple algorithm that characterizes the optimal coalition in this intermediate case for the general model (where \( b, s \) and \( k \) are arbitrary, and super-majority requirements are allowed). This paper is the first to provide a succinct characterization of the composition of the optimal coalition in this intermediate case. I briefly summarize it here.

First, I say that the lower house dominance property holds if, in allocating \( v_B \) to as many big state districts as are needed to achieve the required majority in the lower house, the upper house majority is satisfied as well.\(^{18}\) The algorithm is as follows: First, determine if the lower house dominance property holds. If so, build the coalition by allocating resources to big state districts until the lower house majority is achieved. If not, allocate \( v_S \) to a randomly selected small state district. This reduces the residual majority requirements in each chamber by one. Repeat the above procedure, first checking whether the lower house dominance property holds on the residual requirement, and adding a big or small district legislator to the coalition as appropriate. Following this procedure, the proposer will allocate
$v_S$ to small state districts until the residual majority requirements satisfy the lower house dominance property, whereupon she switches to allocating $v_B$ to sufficiently many big state districts as to achieve a majority in both chambers.

4 Equilibrium Distribution and Legislator ‘Prices’

The previous section characterized the optimal coalitions, taking as given the ‘prices’ of different legislators. Since the equilibrium prices had not yet been determined, I characterized the optimal coalitions for any possible arrangement of prices. In this section, I pin down the prices that will prevail in equilibrium.

In the previous section, I conceived of each legislator’s price as their expected future payoff if the current proposal were rejected. These payoffs will in turn depend on the anticipated composition of future coalitions — which will themselves depend upon the legislators’ beliefs about future prices. Thus, an equilibrium is a set of beliefs about legislator prices and likely future coalitions which are consistent with one another. To make this clearer, let $(v_S, v_B)$ denote the legislators’ conjecture about future prices, which determine the optimal coalitions. Similarly, let $(\hat{v}_S, \hat{v}_B)$ denote the expected payoffs implied by these coalitions. In equilibrium, the conjectured and implied prices must coincide.

4.1 Distribution under Unicameralism

As in the previous section, I first study equilibrium in the unicameral legislature. Suppose legislators conjecture that $v_S < v_B$. Given the discussion above, small states will always be included in coalitions. Now, consider the expected payoffs implied by these coalitions. A small state will be allocated $v_S$ whenever the proposer is not from that state, and will retain $1 - 3v_S - v_B$ when the proposer is. Since that state’s legislator is recognized with probability
\( p_S \), the state’s expected payoff is:

\[
\hat{v}_S = p_S (1 - 3v_S - v_B) + (1 - p_S) v_S
\]

Similarly, a big state district will have a one-in-five chance of being allocated \( v_B \) if the proposer is from a small state, will be allocated 0 if the proposer is from a different big state district, and will retain \( 1 - 4v_S \) when the proposer is from the district. Hence, the expected payoff to a given big state district is:

\[
\hat{v}_B = p_B (1 - 4v_S) + 4p_S \frac{v_B}{5}
\]

If the conjectured beliefs are indeed equilibrium consistent, then \( \hat{v}_B = v_B \) and \( \hat{v}_S = v_S \). Solving this system of equations gives \( v_S = \frac{1}{4} \) and \( v_B = 0 \). Since small states are drawn into every coalition, and big state districts are excluded from most, small states are expected to receive a larger share of the pie than big states. But this is inconsistent with the conjecture that \( v_S < v_B \). The belief that small states will do worse than big states is not equilibrium consistent. We can reject such beliefs.

We can similarly show that any conjecture with \( v_S > v_B \) cannot be equilibrium consistent, and so in equilibrium \( v_S = v_B = \frac{1}{5} \). On average, we should not expect the bargaining game to favor big states over small states, and vice versa. Notwithstanding the big state’s numerical advantage, allocations within the unicameral legislature will be equalized across districts, on average. Here again, we see that the concern about policy usurpation by the big state may well be misplaced.

This result follows intuitively from the nature of coalition building. If it were the case that \( v_S < v_B \), then small state legislators would make cheaper coalition partners, and so small states would always receive funds whilst big state districts would routinely be excluded. But this has the effect of directing resources away from big states and towards small states, which counteracts the effect of small states appearing cheaper. The bargaining protocol
exhibits a strong force towards equality. Any change that tends to give one legislator a relative advantage immediately makes that legislator more expensive, and thus excludes them from coalitions more often. This force counteracts the effect of the original change. In this particular example, the two forces exactly counter-balance one another, so that no district can achieve a lasting advantage over the others.

In a more general setting (e.g. with positive discounting $\delta < 1$), the two forces may not always exactly counter-balance, although the equal allocation of resources is still predicted over a broad range of recognition probabilities. We can sustain equilibria with unequal allocations, if recognition probabilities are sufficiently skewed (see Kalandrakis (2006)). As I show in Proposition 2 in the Appendix, generically, per capita funding will favor big states if big states have significant proposal power. Similarly, per capita funding will favor small states if they have significant proposal power. If recognition probabilities are relatively moderate, then per-capita funding will tend to be equalized across big and small states.

4.2 Distribution under Bicameralism

Now, consider the expected payoffs under bicameralism. Suppose the legislators conjecture that $v_S < v_B$. Then a given small state will receive $v_S$ if the proposer is from a different small state or is a lower house legislator from the big state; it has a one-in-two chance of receiving $v_S$ if the proposer is the upper house legislator from the big state; and it will retain $1 - 3v_S - v_B$ if the proposer is from that state. Hence, its expected allocation will be:

$$\tilde{v}_S = (p_{SL} + p_{SU}) (1 - 3v_S - v_B) + (3p_{SL} + 3p_{SU} + 5p_{BL}) v_S + p_{BU} \frac{1}{2} v_S$$

Similarly, a big state district will have a one-in-five chance of receiving $v_B$ if the proposer is from a small state; it will receive zero if the proposer is a lower house legislator from a different big state district; it will retain $1 - 4v_S$ if the proposer is the lower house legislator from that district, and it will retain its equal share of $1 - 2v_S$ if the proposer is the upper
house legislator from the big state. Hence, its expected allocation is:

$$\hat{v}_B = p_{BL} (1 - 4v_S) + p_{BU} \frac{1 - 2v_S}{5} + \frac{4}{5} (p_{SL} + p_{SU}) v_B$$

Again, if the conjectured beliefs are indeed equilibrium consistent, then $\hat{v}_B = v_B$ and $\hat{v}_S = v_S$.

Solving this system of equations gives:

$$v_S = \frac{4 (p_{SL} + p_{SU})}{16 (p_{SL} + p_{SU}) + \frac{5}{2} p_{BU}}$$

$$v_B = \frac{p_{BU}}{32 (p_{SL} + p_{SU}) + 5p_{BU}}$$

Consistency requires that $v_S < v_B$, and this will be the case provided that $p_{SL} + p_{SU} < \frac{1}{8} p_{BU}$.

Hence, if the agenda setting power of the upper house legislator from the big state is large relative to small state legislators, then bicameralism will skew allocations towards the big state. And this is true, in spite of unicameralism producing equal outcomes, \textit{ex ante}. Small states are adversely affected through the reduced requirement effect when the upper house legislator from the big state has sufficient proposal power.

We can similarly find conditions under which bicameralism is likely to produce equal \textit{ex ante} outcomes, or to advantage small states. Analogous to the previous discussion, bicameralism will tend to favor small states when their proposal power is high, and will tend to produce equal allocations when differences in proposer power are moderate. Proposition 2, in the Appendix, fully characterizes the relationship between proposal power and equilibrium payoffs.

I conclude this section with the following insight. Suppose, the unicameral legislature were modeled on the upper house rather than the lower house, so that the chamber represented states equally. Again, in this framework, we can find a range of recognition probabilities over which small states do better under unicameralism than they would under bicameralism. Hence, the \textit{reduced requirement effect} has caused the equilibrium allocation to be
more generous to big states than would be the case either if the lower house or upper house could enact policy unilaterally. As such, and in contrast to Hammond and Miller (1987) and Heller (1997), bicameralism does not necessarily produce outcomes that are a compromise between those that would likely be chosen if each chamber could act unilaterally.

5 Comparison of Institutions

In the preceding two sections, I examined optimal coalition and equilibrium outcomes under both unicameralism and bicameralism, through the lens of a simple example. Equilibrium in the general case (e.g. for differently composed legislatures) is characterized in the Appendix. The lessons from the simple example extend to the general setting. In this section, I compare distributional outcomes under unicameralism and bicameralism in the general setting. In particular, I am interested in the following question: If small states are expected to fare poorly (in the sense of lower per-capita allocations) under unicameralism, under what conditions will they fare better under bicameralism?

To facilitate comparison, it is helpful to conceive of the unicameral legislature as simply the lower house of the bicameral legislature acting unilaterally. Hence, the composition and the majority requirements are the same in the unicameral legislature and in the lower house of a bicameral legislature. Similarly, the recognition probabilities in the unicameral legislature are identical to recognition probabilities in the bicameral legislature, conditional upon proposers being drawn from the lower house.

The effect of bicameralism will arise through two channels: First is the coalition composition channel — bicameralism may skew the nature of the optimal coalitions. Second is the agenda power channel — bicameralism may change the odds that the proposer represents a small rather than big state. The direction of the coalition composition channel will, in turn, depend on the size of the (super)-majority requirements in each chamber. Each point in Figure 1, below, represents a possible configuration of majority requirements in the bicameral
legislature. The further along the horizontal (resp. vertical) axis, the more demanding is the majority requirement in the lower (resp. upper) house.

Figure 1: The Coalition Composition Channel and Effect of (Super)-Majority Requirements

Figure 1 partitions the space of feasible majority requirements into 3 regions. These regions demonstrate the qualitative effect of bicameralism on the allocation to small states, solely through the coalition composition channel. Suppose that small states are disadvantaged under unicameralism, and assume that the agenda control channel is inoperative (i.e. bicameralism does not alter the proposal power of big states relative to small states). Then, legislatures whose majority requirement configurations lie in region A will see an improvement in the expected allocation to small states, whilst legislatures contained in region B make small states even worse-off. Bicameralism does not confer any advantage or disadvantage to legislatures contained in region C.

In the previous section, we noted that, fixing the composition of coalitions, the expected allocation to a legislator’s constituency is weakly increasing in their proposal power. Hence, introducing the agenda power channel extends the result in the following way: For legislatures in region A, bicameralism will improve the expected allocation to small states unless the upper house sufficiently dilutes their proposal power. By contrast, for legislatures in
region $B$, bicameralism will worsen the expected allocation to small states unless the upper house sufficiently improves their proposal power. Finally, legislatures in region $C$ will make small states better (resp. worse) off whenever bicameralism increases (resp. decreases) their relative control of the agenda. Proposition 3 (in the Appendix) states these results formally, and quantifies how much proposal power must improve (or may worsen) before small states are made better off.

To parse this result, begin by considering region $B$, where bicameralism tends to worsen outcomes for small states. As Figure 1 makes clear, $B$ is itself comprised of two distinct regions. The lower section is of particular interest because it showcases the reduced requirement effect. Focus on this region. Given the motivating concern, suppose that small states would be disadvantaged under unicameralism. (This assumption is maintained throughout the remainder of the discussion.) If so, then the optimal unicameral legislature will be largely (or solely) comprised of small states. Now consider a bicameral legislature. Since $M_L \geq M_U$ in this region (i.e. the upper house majority requirement is not too demanding), this optimal unicameral coalition will automatically satisfy the upper house majority requirement. Hence, bicameralism does not intrinsically draw more small states into the coalition. Furthermore, since $M_L < s + k$, an upper house legislator from a big state can satisfy the lower house majority requirement without utilizing all of the small states. Since such a proposer benefits from the reduced requirement effect, she will draw fewer small state legislators into her coalition than would other types of proposers. This entails that small states will be excluded from bicameral coalitions more frequently than under unicameralism. Furthermore, since small states were assumed to fare poorly under unicameralism, they will be made even worse off under bicameralism. (By contrast, if $M_L > s + k$, so that the legislature is in region $C$, then even after accounting for her reduced requirement, an upper house proposer from the big state would still invite every small state into the coalition — and so small states suffer no loss.) Hence, generically, the reduced requirement effect will have its strongest bite when the majority requirements in neither chamber are too demanding (and when recognition rights
are not too favorable to small states).

Given the above discussion, the following comparative statics are immediate: First, increasing the majority requirements in either chamber decreases the likelihood that bicameralism will further disadvantage small states through the reduced requirement channel; doing so pushes the legislature closer to regions A or C. Second, legislatures with a relatively large number of big states will be less likely to disadvantage small states through the reduced requirement effect. Third, and relatedly, the reduced requirement effect will be less likely to be operative in legislatures where there is a large imbalance between the size of states (i.e. high $k$). To build intuition for these latter results, suppose the lower house decides by simple majority. Then the requirement that $M_L < s + k$ simplifies to $k(b - 2) < s - 2$. When there are many big states or when big states are large relative to small states, proposers will quickly exhaust the supply of small states when building coalitions. Hence, notwithstanding the reduced requirement effect, small states will continue to be included in coalitions with high probability.

Whilst the lower section of region $B$ is of most interest, I briefly discuss the other regions. Each of these regions distinguish themselves from the lower section of $B$ by having majority requirements in at least one chamber that are sufficiently demanding. In region $A$, the upper house majority requirement is more demanding than the lower house requirement in absolute terms. This has the effect of pulling more small states into the coalition, thus conferring an advantage to them. In the upper section of $B$, the upper house majority requirement is more demanding still. Having exhausted all the small states, the optimal coalition must additionally draw more big state legislators into the coalition. (This effect is particularly strong, because big state districts must be added $k$ at a time, to earn the support of that state’s upper house legislator.) This has the opposite effect of increasing the payoff to big state districts, at the expense of small states. In region $C$, the lower house majority requirement is sufficiently demanding that all small states will be included in every coalition, so the coalition composition channel confers neither advantage nor disadvantage.
I stress the conditional nature of these results. The above discussion was premised on the assumption that small states would be disadvantaged under unicameralism. As was demonstrated in Section 4, distributional outcomes are jointly determined by both the composition of the chamber and the assignment of proposal power, and there is no guarantee that unicameralism will favor big states simply because of their numerical advantage. Nevertheless, assuming that unicameralism would favor big states — as the motivating concern does — Proposition 3 determines whether small states will likely fare better or worse under bicameralism. I further stress that the main channel the generates these results depends purely on the composition of optimal coalitions, which, in turn follows solely from the assumption that proposers seek out the cheapest coalition partners. Hence, notwithstanding the many other assumptions invoked in this paper, the underlying logic of these results should be fairly robust to alternative formulations of the legislature.

The analysis demonstrated that the coalition composition effect is ambiguous and depends on where a legislature is located in Figure 1. I conclude this section by arguing that most legislatures are likely to be found in the lower section of region $B$, and so the region in which the reduced requirement effect is salient is also the region which is most empirically relevant. To see this, I calibrate the model’s parameters to reflect the current legislative arrangements in four polities (United States, Australia, Switzerland and the European Union). Additionally, I calibrate the model against the historical arrangements in the United States and Australia immediately after the adoption of the relevant constitutions, to capture the legislature as it would have been anticipated by the constitution’s framers. The calibration is similar to Kalandrakis (2004), and is constructed by estimating a single level regression tree (see Kuhn and Johnson (2013)). The results are displayed in Table 1.

As Table 1 shows, with one exception, legislatures are all found in the lower section of region $B$ — precisely the region in which the reduced requirement effect tends to adversely affect small states via the coalition composition channel.

That this is the case should not be unexpected. To see this, take as a baseline those
Table 1: Calibrated Parameters for Current and Historical Legislatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>NL</th>
<th>NU</th>
<th>ML</th>
<th>MU</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Congress (1789-80)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>19.26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9.62</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>B−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112th Congress (2015-16)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>68.53</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34.26</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>B−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At Federation (1901)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>11.54</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>B−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (2016)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>14.03</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>50.07</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>25.03</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>B−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>32.49</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>16.39</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>B−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( N_L \) and \( N_U \) represent the total number of legislators in the lower and upper house, respectively. \( B^+ \) and \( B^- \) denote the upper and lower sections of region \( B \), respectively. The upper house is the Senate in the U.S. and Australia, the Council of Ministers for the E.U, and the Council of States in Switzerland. The lower house is the House of Representatives in the U.S. and Australia, the European Parliament for the E.U, and the National Council in Switzerland. The calibration procedure is detailed in the Appendix. The size of legislatures is rescaled so that each small state has one representative in the lower house.

For the United States, the big states in 1789 were VA, MA, PA, NY, and MA; the big states in 2013-14 were CA, TX, NY, and FL. For Australia, the big states in 1901 are NSW and VIC; the big states in 2013 are NSW, VIC and QLD. For the European Union, the big states are France, Germany, Italy, Spain, U.K and Poland. For Switzerland, the big states (cantons) are Zurich, Bern and Vaud. (The three pairs of semi-cantons are each combined to form three cantons.) Simple majorities are assumed in all cases, except the U.S. 112th Congress, for which a filibuster-proof majority (60%) is required in the Senate.
legislatures with simple majority requirements in each chamber; five of six of the calibrated legislatures satisfy this property. Then $M_L > M_U$, which implies that such legislatures cannot be in region $A$. (Indeed, we should expect few legislatures in region $A$, given that the upper house majority requirement in this region is more demanding than the lower house requirement \textit{in absolute terms}.\textsuperscript{22} Not only are such arrangements are rarely observed, they would be impossible whenever the lower house is at least twice as large as the upper house.\textsuperscript{22} Hence, a typical legislature is likely to be found in regions $B$ or $C$. Moreover, as we have seen, with the simple majority requirement, legislatures will be in region $C$ only if they have relatively many big states and the imbalance in the size of big and small states is large. As Table 1 demonstrates, most bicameral legislatures have many more small states than big states, which explains why few legislatures are contained in that region. Together with these intuitions, Table 1 provides anecdotal evidence that the novel effect identified in this paper may be relevant in many real world bicameral legislatures.

6 Conclusion

A significant motivation for the malapportioned design of bicameral legislatures is to protect small states from policy usurpation by big states, who would ordinarily dominate the lower chamber. This paper investigated whether bicameralism is effective in remedying this concern. I developed a model of bicameralism, in which lower house legislators are primarily motivated by outcomes in their district, whilst upper house legislators are concerned with state-wide outcomes. Given this assumption, under unicameralism, big state legislators are not inherently coordinated to form coalitions that privilege one another — implying that the fear that big states will conspire against small states is misplaced.

By contrast, by introducing legislators with state-wide interests to the decision making process, bicameralism may have the unintended consequence of generating precisely this sort of coordinated behavior. Crucial to this result is the role of preference complementarities
between legislators across chambers. This implicit coordination generated the reduced requirement effect, which reduced the number of out-of-state legislators that big state actors need to entice into the coalition, thereby retaining more resources within their own state. This effect followed solely from the assumption that proposers would build coalitions comprising of the cheapest legislators, and is robust to alternative specifications of the remaining assumptions in the model.

Assuming that unicameralism favored big states, I examined the distributional effect of bicameralism. Over a range of parameters, the reduced requirement effect is salient, and unless bicameralism significantly increases their agenda setting power, small states are made even worse off. Through a calibration, the model’s insights are shown to be relevant to many existing legislatures, suggesting important policy considerations for future constitutional design.

Notes

1For example, in Australia, Mexico, Russia, Switzerland and the United States, amongst other nations, states are represented equally in the upper chamber (Lijphart, 1999). Similarly, in the European Union, member countries are equally represented on the European Council, in contrast to the European Parliament, where countries are represented in proportion to population size. In other nations, Burundi, Canada, Germany, South Africa and Spain amongst them, states (or administrative units) are not necessarily equally represented, however, the essential feature that smaller regions are over-represented, tends to remains true. By contrast, the upper house is not malapportioned in nations including Italy and Japan, nor in any of the U.S. states with bicameral state legislatures (Tsebelis and Money, 1997).

2Kalandrakis’s framework is perhaps most salient when considering federal block grants to states.

3Formally, there is a function \( \rho : \{1, \ldots, s + kb\} \rightarrow \{1, \ldots, s + b\} \) which maps every district into a unique state. Then \( u^U_j(x) = \sum_{\{i \mid \rho(i) = j\}} x_i \).

4Although legislators have equal voting power, some (e.g. committee chairs or party leaders) may exert greater control of the agenda than others. Type-dependent recognition probabilities allows for the possibility that agenda setters are on average more (or less) likely to be drawn from large states. For example, 21 of Australia’s 29 Prime Ministers (as of 2016) represented districts located in the country’s two largest states.
For example, suppose there are two big states and one small state. If the small state legislators are centrists, whilst the legislators from the big states are either right- or left-wing, then small state legislators will likely find themselves in every governing coalition. By contrast, if the small state legislators are on one extreme, then they may find themselves frequently excluded from coalitions.

Even in the simplest case of a uni-dimensional policy space, where the median voter theorem applies, we would need to specify the distribution of voter preferences in every district, in order to determine the state-wide medians. In multidimensional spaces, median policies do not generically exist, complicating this task even further.

Stationarity ensures that this value does not vary across bargaining rounds.

Legislators are assumed to be risk-neutral, and so will accept any offer in which their current payoff is at least as their expected future payoff after discounting. The model is readily generalized to include risk-averse agents. Since the model's qualitative predictions are unaffected by risk preferences, the focus on risk neutral agents is benign.

Ansolabehere, Snyder and Ting (2003) invoke this decision procedure. As I argued in the Introduction, and again below, such a procedure cannot be rationalized as a consequence of the maximizing behavior of agents.

Technical considerations motivate the assumption that legislators support proposals to which they are indifferent. If the policy space were discrete — i.e. if there is a minimal increment in which resources can be allocated — then it suffices to supplement the allocation by one unit, so that the allocation is strictly preferred.

It will turn out that to sustain an equilibrium, the probabilities with which the proposer includes big and small legislators in the coalition may differ. Since the proposer is indifferent between all coalitions, she is free to randomize amongst these at any rate.

Note: in Kalandrakis (2004) \( \beta_t \) denotes the number of big states that receive funds, whereas in this paper \( \beta_t \) denotes the number of big state districts receiving funds. This is the main difference in notation between the papers, and stems from the differing assumptions on whether policies are distributed at the district or state level.

The superscript \( u \) indicates a unicameral legislature. Below, a superscript \( b \) will denote a bicameral legislature.

The most interesting case is that of a big state proposer in the upper house. Since she is willing to support her own proposal, she must allocate at least \( 5v_B \) amongst the districts that comprise the big state. If she allocates these resources equally across the five districts in her state, then each district will receive at
least $v_B$, which is sufficient to earn the support of each of the five lower house legislators from the big state.

15The equal division is not essential; any allocation that assigns at least $v_B$ to each big state district is consistent with optimal coalition building. The equal division requirement follows from the symmetry assumption discussed in the previous section. An unequal allocation would result in arbitrary differences in outcomes between big state districts.

16In the case of small state proposers, the switch towards big state coalition partners occurs at two points: when $v_S$ exceeds $v_B$, and when it exceeds $3v_B$. The second jump occurs because for $v_S \in (v_B, 5v_B)$, big state legislators are cheaper coalition partners in the lower house, but more expensive in the upper house. Taken in isolation, the proposer would ideally build a coalition of big state lower house legislators and small state upper house legislators. But given the complementarity in preferences, targeting small states to meet the upper house constraint also contributes to the lower house requirement, and vice versa. The proposer faces a choice about which type of districts to target. For $v_S < 3v_B$, small state legislators are relatively less expensive in the lower house than big state legislators are in the upper house. Hence, at the margin, the proposer prefers targeting small states. The opposite is true when $v_S > 3v_B$.

17The standard channel can also benefit small states if the super-majority requirement in the upper house is so demanding that more legislators are needed to pass a bill in the upper house (in absolute terms) than in the lower house. If so, small states may benefit even when $v_S < v_B$, if some were excluded from the optimal unicameral coalition, but are now included in the optimal bicameral coalition.

18I implicitly assume that the allocation to big state districts is clustered within states to ensure that the allocation most efficiently target lower and upper house legislators from big states.

19Such an equilibrium can be sustained by mixed strategies which result in each small district receiving an allocation of $\frac{1}{9}$ with probability $\sigma_S = \frac{1-5p_S}{1-p_S}$ and each big state district receiving an allocation of $\frac{1}{5}$ with probability $\sigma_B = \frac{5p_S}{1+p_S}$. Notice that $\sigma_S$ is decreasing in $p_S$ and $\sigma_B$ is increasing in $p_S$. As small states become more likely to be recognized as the proposer, they are more likely to keep the residual surplus. To ensure an equal allocation across all districts, this effect must be counter-balanced by small states being omitted from coalitions more frequently, when they are not the proposer.

20I thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this comparison to me.

21This assumes there are an odd number of lower house legislators. If even, we need $k(b-2) < s-1$.

22I.e. the total number of legislators (not just the fraction) required to achieve a majority in the upper house is larger than the number required in the lower house.
7 Appendix

7.1 Formalities

In this section, I present the formal analysis of the model. Since the intuition has been discussed above, I proceed without discussion. I begin by characterizing the equilibrium of the bicameral game. This embeds the equilibrium of the unicameral game as the special case, in which $M_U = 0$ and $p_{SU} = p_{BU} = 0$.

7.1.1 Optimal Coalitions

A proposal by a type-$t$ proposer is a pair $(\sigma_t, \beta_t)$, where $\sigma_t$ and $\beta_t$ are the number of small and big districts to which are allocated resources. Since mixed strategies are allowed, let $\mu_t(\sigma, \beta)$ be the probability that a type-$t$ proposer builds a $(\sigma, \beta)$-coalition. Define $\bar{\sigma}_t = \sum_{(\sigma,\beta)} \mu_t(\sigma, \beta) \sigma$ and $\bar{\beta}_t = \sum_{(\sigma,\beta)} \mu_t(\sigma, \beta) \beta$.

Lemma 1. In equilibrium, the proposer will always accept his own proposal. Moreover, a proposal from a lower house agent will be accepted by that state’s upper house legislator. Similarly, in a symmetric equilibrium, a proposal from an upper house agent will be accepted by every lower house agent from that state.

Let $(v_S, v_B)$ be a pair of equilibrium shares. Given Lemma 1, an optimal coalition can be formulated as the solution to the following cost minimization problem:

$$
(\sigma_t, \beta_t) \in \arg\min_{\sigma,\beta} v_S \sigma + v_B \beta
$$

s.t. $\sigma + \beta \geq M_L - 1 - (k - 1)1_{BU}[t]$,

$$\sigma + \left\lfloor \frac{\beta}{k} \right\rfloor \geq M_U - 1$$

$$\beta \leq bk - 1_{BL}[t] - k1_{BU}[t]$$

$$\sigma \leq s - 1_S[t]$$

where $[x]$ denotes the largest integer weakly less than $x$. The first two constraints are the
lower and upper house majority constraints (respectively), whilst the last two constraints are the legislator supply constraints. Naturally, the optimal proposal rule $\mu_t$ may only put positive weight on minimizers of the above problem.

Let $l_t = 1 + (k - 1)1_{B^t} [t]$, be the number of lower house legislators (including possibly the proposer herself) whose support the proposer gets for free. The following proposition characterizes the composition of the optimal coalition:

**Proposition 1.** Let $\sigma'_t = \left\lceil \frac{k(M_U - 1) - (M_L - l_t)}{k - 1} \right\rceil$ and $\theta = \text{mod}_{k-1} (kM_U - M_L) + 1$. Given the equilibrium expected share ratio $v = \frac{v_S}{v_B}$, the optimal coalition for a type-$t$ proposer is given by:

$$\sigma_t(v) = \begin{cases} 
\min \{\max\{M_U - 1, M_L - l_t\}, s - 1_S[t]\} & v < 1 \\
\min \{\max\{0, M_L - 1_S[t] - bk, M_U - 1_S[t] - b, \sigma'_t + 1\}, s\} & 1 < v < \theta \\
\min \{\max\{0, M_L - 1_S[t] - bk, M_U - 1_S[t] - b, \sigma'_t\}, s\} & \theta < v < k \\
\max \{0, M_L - 1_S[t] - bk, M_U - 1_S[t] - b\} & v > k 
\end{cases}$$

$$\beta_t(v) = \begin{cases} 
\max \{0, M_L - s - l_t1_{B[t]}, k(M_U - s - 1_{B[t]})\} & v < 1 \\
\max \{M_L - l_t - \sigma_t(v), k(M_U - 1 - \sigma_t(v))\} & v > 1 
\end{cases}$$

Furthermore, unless $t = B^t$ and $\sigma_t(v) = M_U - b$, $\beta_t(v) = \min \{\max\{M_L - l_t, k(M_U - 1), bk - l_t1_{B[t]}\}\}$ whenever $v > k$. If $v = \psi$, where $\psi \in \{1, \theta, k\}$, then any mixture of the optimal coalitions for $v = \psi - \frac{1}{2}$ and $v = \psi + \frac{1}{2}$ is optimal.

### 7.1.2 Equilibrium Shares

Let $P = b(kp_{BL} + p_{BV})$ denote the aggregate probability that the proposer is from a big state, and let $\alpha_B = \frac{bkp_{BL}}{bkp_{BL} + p_{BV}}$ and $\alpha_S = \frac{p_{SL}}{p_{SL} + p_{SU}}$ be conditional probabilities that a proposer is from the lower house. Given optimal coalition formation, the expected share of the pie
that is received by big state districts is:

\[ v_B = \frac{P}{bk} - \frac{P}{bk} (\alpha_B \bar{\sigma}_B + (1 - \alpha_B) \bar{\sigma}_B u) \delta v_S + (1 - P) \frac{\beta_S}{bk} \delta v_B \]  

(1)

Similarly, the expected share accruing to small state is:

\[ v_S = \frac{1 - P}{s} - \frac{1 - P}{s} \beta_S \delta v_B + P \frac{\alpha_B \bar{\sigma}_B + (1 - \alpha_B) \bar{\sigma}_B u}{s} \delta v_S \]  

(2)

Solving (1) and (2) gives:

\[ \frac{v_S}{v_B} = \frac{1 - P}{P} \frac{bk - \delta \beta_S}{s - \delta (\alpha_B \bar{\sigma}_B + (1 - \alpha_B) \bar{\sigma}_B u)} \]  

(3)

which is analogous to (A.2) in Appendix A of Kalandrakis (2004) and Proposition 2 in McCarty (2000).

Let \( v = \frac{v_S}{v_B} \) be the share ratio, and let \( \phi(v) \) be defined by:

\[ \phi(v) = \frac{bk - \delta \beta_S (v)}{s - \delta (\alpha_B \bar{\sigma}_B + (1 - \alpha_B) \bar{\sigma}_B u (v))} \]  

(4)

An equilibrium is simply a fixed point of the mapping \( v = \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi(v) \). Since the optimal coalitions \( \{(\sigma_t, \beta_t)\}_{t \in T} \) are piece-wise constant over the intervals \([0, 1), (1, \theta), (\theta, k)\) and \((k, \infty)\), so is \( \phi(v) \). (For convenience, denote \( \phi(v) = \phi_1 \) when \( v < 1 \). Similarly let \( \phi(v) \) be denoted by \( \phi_2, \phi_3 \) and \( \phi_4 \) and over the remaining intervals, respectively.)
Proposition 2. The equilibrium shares can be characterized (uniquely) as follows:

\[
v = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{P}{\phi_1} & P \in \left( \frac{\phi_1}{1 + \phi_1}, 1 \right] \\
1 & P \in \left[ \frac{\phi_2}{1 + \phi_2}, \frac{\phi_1}{1 + \phi_1} \right] \\
1 - \frac{P}{\phi_2} & P \in \left( \frac{\phi_2}{\theta + \phi_2}, \frac{\phi_2}{1 + \phi_2} \right) \\
\theta & P \in \left[ \frac{\phi_3}{\theta + \phi_3}, \frac{\phi_2}{\theta + \phi_2} \right] \\
1 - \frac{P}{\phi_3} & P \in \left( \frac{\phi_3}{k + \phi_3}, \frac{\phi_1}{k + \phi_3} \right) \\
k & P \in \left[ \frac{\phi_4}{k + \phi_4}, \frac{\phi_3}{k + \phi_3} \right] \\
1 - \frac{P}{\phi_4} & P \in \left[ 0, \frac{\phi_4}{k + \phi_4} \right) 
\end{cases}
\]

7.1.3 Comparing Unicameralism and Bicameralism

Proposition 3. Suppose the environment in the unicameral legislature favors big state districts in equilibrium. (i.e. the parameters are such that \( v^u < 1 \)). Then the distribution under a bicameral legislature favors the big district even more (i.e. \( v < v^u \)) if and only if \( \alpha_S > \alpha_S^u = \alpha_B \frac{\phi_1(\alpha_B)}{\phi_1^u} \). Furthermore \( \alpha_S < \alpha_B \) whenever \((M_L, M_U) \in A_2\) and \( \alpha_S > \alpha_B \) whenever \((M_L, M_U) \in A_1\).

7.2 Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Since there is no delay, we have \( bkv_B + sv_S = 1 \). Suppose the proposer is from a small state. Then the most he will allocate to districts outside his state is \( bkv_B + (s - 1) \delta v_s = \delta (1 - v_S) \). Hence, the small state/district retains at least \( 1 - \delta (1 - v_S) \geq \delta v_S \).

This implies that a small state proposer will always support his own proposal. Similarly, if the proposer is from a big state, then the most he will allocate to districts outside of his state is \( (b - 1) k\delta v_B + s\delta v_S = \delta (1 - kv_B) \), and so at least \( 1 - \delta (1 - kv_B) \geq \delta kv_B \) will be retained within the proposer’s district. This is sufficient to earn the support of the upper house legislator and any single lower house legislator from that state. Moreover, if the proposer is
from the upper house, an equal division of the pie within the proposer’s state is sufficient to earn the support of all lower house legislators.

Proof of Proposition 1. The legislator supply constraints imply that:

\[
\max \{0, M_L - bk - 1_S[t], M_U - b - 1_S[t]\} \leq \sigma_t \leq \min \{s - 1_S[t]\}
\]

\[
\max \{0, M_L - s - l_t 1_B[t], k(M_U - s - 1_B[t])\} \leq \beta_t \leq \min \{bk - l_t 1_B[t]\}
\]

Consider the first expression. The lower bound is the minimum number of small states (in addition to the proposer, if she is from a small state) who must be enticed into the coalition to satisfy the majority constraints in both houses, given the supply of big state legislators. The upper bound is the maximum number of small states who can be enticed into the coalition (in addition to the proposer, if she is from a small state), given the supply of small state legislators. The second expression is analogous for big state districts. I refer to these inequalities as the ‘feasibility constraints’.

Define \(\sigma'_t = \max \{\sigma \in \mathbb{Z} | \sigma < \frac{k(M_U - 1) - (M_L - l_t)}{k - 1}\}\) and for a given \(\sigma \in \mathbb{Z}\), let \(\beta_t(\sigma) = \max \{k(M_U - 1 - \sigma), M_L - l_t - \sigma\}\). For a given \(\sigma\), \(\beta_t\) is the minimum number of big state districts that must be included in the coalition to ensure that the majority constraints are satisfied in both chambers (ignoring legislator supply constraints). (NB — at this stage I do not insist that \(\sigma'_t\) be feasible. Indeed, \(\sigma'_t\) may be negative.) Clearly:

\[
\beta_t(\sigma) = \begin{cases} 
k(M_U - 1 - \sigma) & \sigma \leq \sigma'_t \\
M_L - l_t - \sigma & \sigma > \sigma'_t 
\end{cases}
\]

Let \(C_t(\sigma) = v_S\sigma + v_B\beta_t(\sigma)\) be the cost for a type-\(t\) proposer to build a \((\sigma, \beta_t)\)-coalition. Let \(\Delta C_t(\sigma) = C_t(\sigma + 1) - C_t(\sigma)\). If \(\Delta C_t(\sigma) < 0\), then there is strict incentive for the proposer to increase the number of small states in the coalition, and vice versa. From the
above expression for $\beta_t(\sigma)$, it is easily verified that $\Delta C_t(\sigma)$ satisfies:

$$\Delta C_t(\sigma) = \begin{cases} v_S - k v_B & \sigma < \sigma'_t \\ v_S - \left[ k (M_U - 1 - \sigma'_t) - (M_L - l_t - \sigma'_t) \right] v_B & \sigma = \sigma'_t \\ v_S - v_B & \sigma > \sigma'_t \end{cases}$$

Let $\psi_t = k (M_U - 1 - \sigma'_t) - (M_L - l_t - \sigma'_t)$. It can easily be shown that $\psi_t = \text{mod} \ k \left[ kM_U - M_L \right] + 1$. (To see this, note that $(k - 1) \sigma'_t < k (M_U - 1) - (M_L - l_t) \leq (k - 1) (\sigma'_t + 1)$, which implies that $0 < \psi_t \leq k - 1$. Additionally, $k - l_t \in \{0, k - 1\}$ by construction.) Note that $0 < \psi < k$ implies that $\Delta^2 C_t(\sigma) \geq 0$, and so the marginal cost of adding one more small state to the coalition is weakly increasing.

Suppose $v < 1$ (i.e. $v_S < v_B$). Then $\Delta C_t(\sigma) < 0 \ \forall \sigma$, and so the proposer can decrease the cost of a coalition by adding another small state, whenever it is feasible to do so. Adding the feasibility constraints, the optimal coalition will contain $\sigma_t = \min \{\max \{M_L - l_t, M_U - 1\}, s - 1_S[t] \}$ and $\beta_t = \max \{0, M_L - s - l_t 1_B[t], k (M_U - s - 1_B[t])\}.$

Suppose $v > k$ (i.e. $v_S > kv_B$). Then $\Delta C_t(\sigma) > 0 \ \forall \sigma$, and so the proposer can decreasing the cost of a coalition by reducing the number of small states, whenever it is feasible to do so. Again adding the feasibility constraints, the optimal coalition will contain $\sigma_t = \max \{0, M_L - bk - 1_s[t], M_U - b - 1_S[t] \}$ and $\beta_t = \max \{M_L - l_t - \sigma_t, k (M_U - 1 - \sigma_t)\}.$ Unless $0 \not\geq M_U - b > M_L - bk$ and $t = B^L$, this can be expressed more simply as $\beta'_t = \min \{\max \{M_L - l_t, k (M_U - 1)\}, bk - l_t 1_B[t]) \}$. (This is easily verified. If $\sigma_t = 0$, then there are sufficiently many big state districts to satisfy both majority constraints. Hence $\beta_t = \max \{M_L - l_t, k (M_U - 1)\} = \beta'_t$. If $\sigma_t > 0$, then there are insufficiently many big state districts to satisfy both constraints. Hence $\beta^* = bk - l_t 1_B[t]$. Now, if the lower house majority constraint is binding, then the optimal coalition will use every available big state districts, and so $\beta_t = bk - l_t 1_B[t] = \beta'_t$. However, if the upper house majority constraint
(only) is binding, then the optimal coalition will purchase every available big state senator, and so \( \beta_t = (b - 1_B [t]) k \). If \( t \in \{ S, B^U \} \), then \( \beta_t = \beta^*_t \). By contrast, if \( t = B^L \), then \( \beta_t = (b - 1) k < bk - 1 = \beta^*_t \). When a lower house legislator from a big state is the proposer, he automatically gets the support of the upper house agent from his state - so the coalition needn’t include the \( k - 1 \) other districts in his state. This problem does not arise when \( t = S \) (obviously) or when \( t = B^U \), since in the latter case, all \( k \) districts from the proposer’s state are automatically in the coalition.)

Suppose \( 1 < v < \psi \) (i.e. \( v_B < v_S < \psi v_B \)). Then \( \Delta C'(\sigma) > 0 \) if \( \sigma > \sigma_t' \) and \( \Delta C(\sigma) < 0 \) if \( \sigma \leq \sigma_t' \). Hence, in the unconstrained problem, the optimal coalition contains \( \sigma_t' + 1 \) small states (since, when \( \sigma = \sigma_t \), it is still profitable to add one more small state to the coalition). Adding the feasibility conditions gives \( \sigma_t = \min \{ \max \{ 0, M_L - bk - 1_S [t] , M_u - b - 1_S [t] , \sigma_t' + 1 \} , s - 1_S [t] \} \) and \( \beta_t = \beta_t (\sigma_t' + 1) \). Suppose \( \psi < v < k \) (i.e. \( \psi v_B < v_S < kv_B \)). Then \( \Delta C(\sigma) > 0 \) if \( \sigma \geq \sigma_t \) and \( \Delta C(\sigma) < 0 \) if \( \sigma < \sigma_t \). Hence, in the unconstrained problem, the optimal coalition contains \( \sigma_t' \) small states. Adding the feasibility conditions gives \( \sigma_t = \min \{ \max \{ 0, M_L - bk - 1_S [t] , M_u - b - 1_S [t] , \sigma_t' \} , s - 1_S [t] \} \) and \( \beta_t = \beta_t (\sigma_t') \).

Finally, if \( v \in \{ 1, \psi, k \} \) then the optimal coalition is found by taking arbitrary mixtures of the adjacent coalitions. This follows since the correspondence \( (\sigma_t (v), \beta_t (v)) \) is upper hemicontinuous. (To see this, let \( \{ v_n \} \to v \) and let \( \{ (\sigma_n , \beta_n) \} \to (\sigma, \beta) \) be a sequence s.t. \( (\sigma_n , \beta_n) \) is optimal for \( v_n \). Suppose \( (\sigma, \beta) \) is not optimal for \( v \). Then, \( \exists (\sigma', \beta') \) feasible s.t. \( v_S \sigma' + v_B \beta' < v_B \sigma + v_B \beta - 3 \varepsilon \). But for \( n \) large enough, \( v_S \sigma_n + v_B^{n} \beta_n > v_S \sigma + v_B \beta - \varepsilon > v_S \sigma + v_B \beta - 2 \varepsilon \). Moreover, for \( n \) large, \( v_S \sigma_n + v_B \beta > v_S \sigma + v_B \beta' - \varepsilon \). Then \( v_S \sigma_n + v_B \beta' < v_S \sigma_n + v_B \beta_n \), which contradicts the assumption that \( (\sigma_n , \beta_n) \) is optimal for \( v_n \). ) Take \( v = 1 \). Let \( (\sigma_1 , \beta_1) \) be the optimal coalition whenever \( v < 1 \) and \( (\sigma_2 , \beta_2) \) be the optimal coalition whenever \( 1 < v < \psi \). Then, by upper-hemicontinuity \( \lim_{v \to 1^-} (\sigma_t (v) , \beta_t (v)) = (\sigma_1 , \beta_1) \in (\sigma_t (1) , \beta_t (1)) \). Similarly, \( \lim_{v \to 1^+} (\sigma_t (v) , \beta_t (v)) = (\sigma_2 , \beta_2) \in (\sigma_t (1) , \beta_t (1)) \). Hence \( (\sigma_1 , \beta_1) \) and \( (\sigma_2 , \beta_2) \) are both optimal coalitions when \( v = 1 \), and so any mixture of these is also optimal. A similar
argument holds for $v = \psi$ and $v = k$.

\[\text{Lemma 2. Let } (\sigma, \beta) \neq (\sigma', \beta') \text{ both be optimal coalitions for } v = v_0 \text{ and let } \mu \text{ be the probability that a } (\sigma, \beta) \text{-coalition is chosen. Let } \phi(v_0, \mu) = \frac{b_k - \delta_k}{s - \delta_0}, \text{ where } \overline{\sigma} = \mu \sigma + (1 - \mu) \sigma' \text{ and } \overline{\beta} = \mu \beta + (1 - \mu) \beta', \text{ and let } \phi = \phi(v_0, 1) \text{ and } \phi' = \phi(v_0, 0). \text{ Then, for every } \lambda \in [0, 1], \text{ there is a unique } \mu \in [0, 1] \text{ s.t. } \phi(v_0, \mu) = \lambda \phi + (1 - \lambda) \phi'.\]

\[\text{Proof. Clearly, for } \lambda = 1 \text{ (respectively } \lambda = 0), \mu = 1 \text{ (respectively } \mu = 0) \text{ satisfies the claim. Suppose } \lambda \in (0, 1). \phi(v_0, \mu) \text{ is continuous in } \mu, \text{ since it is the ratio of two non-zero continuous functions. Since } (\sigma, \beta) \text{ and } (\sigma', \beta') \text{ are both optimal, it cannot be that } (\sigma, \beta) \geq (\sigma', \beta') \text{ or } (\sigma', \beta') \geq (\sigma, \beta). \text{ Accordingly, since } (\sigma', \beta') \neq (\sigma, \beta), \text{ then } \sigma > \sigma' \iff \beta < \beta'. \text{ Hence } \phi \neq \phi'. \text{ WLOG suppose } \phi > \phi'. \text{ Let } \phi_\lambda = \lambda \phi + (1 - \lambda) \phi' \text{ and note that } \phi > \phi_\lambda > \phi' \text{ and } \phi_\lambda \text{ is strictly increasing in } \lambda. \text{ Then, by the intermediate value theorem, there is some } \mu(\lambda) \in (0, 1) \text{s.t. } \phi(v_0, \mu) = \phi_\lambda, \text{ for each } \lambda \in (0, 1). \text{ Moreover, since } \phi_\lambda \text{ is strictly increasing, } \mu(\lambda) \text{ is unique.}\]

\[\text{Proof of Proposition 2. Let } \Phi(v; P) = \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi(v). \text{ It suffices to show that the conjectured } v \text{ is a fixed point of } \Phi(v; P). \text{ The proof proceeds piecewise. First consider } v \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \{1, \theta, k\}, \text{ so that the optimal coalitions are unique and so } \phi(v) \text{ is a singleton. As above, let } \phi(v) = \phi_1 \text{ for } v < 1, \text{ and define } \phi_2, \phi_3 \text{ and } \phi_4 \text{ similarly. Since } \overline{\sigma}(v) \text{ is weakly decreasing in } v \text{ and } \overline{\beta}(v) \text{ is weakly increasing, then } \phi(v) \text{ is weakly decreasing in } v. \text{ Hence } \phi_1 \geq \phi_2 \geq \phi_3 \geq \phi_4. \text{ To fix ideas, consider } v < 1. \text{ Then } \Phi(v; Q) = \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1. \text{ Hence } v = \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1 \text{ is a fixed point of } \Phi \text{ as long as } \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1 < 1. \text{ But this implies that } P < \frac{\phi_1}{1 + \phi_1}. \text{ A similar argument is used for the remaining cases: } 1 < v < \theta, \theta < v < k \text{ and } v > k.\]

Now, suppose $v \in \{1, \theta, k\}$, so that $\phi(v)$ is set-valued. Again to fix ideas, consider $v = 1$. Define $\phi(v, \mu)$ as in Lemma 2. It suffices to find some $\mu \in [0, 1] \text{s.t. } \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi(1, \mu) = 1. \text{ This requires that } P = \frac{\phi(1, \mu)}{1 + \phi(1, \mu)}. \text{ By Lemma 2 there is unique } \mu \in [0, 1] \text{ for each } \phi_\lambda \in [\phi_2, \phi_1] \text{s.t. } \phi(1, \mu) = \phi_\lambda. \text{ Since } \phi_2 \leq \phi_\lambda \leq \phi_1, \text{ then } \frac{\phi_2}{1 + \phi_2} \leq \frac{\phi_\lambda}{1 + \phi_\lambda} \leq \frac{\phi_1}{1 + \phi_1}. \text{ Hence, a fixed point of } \Phi \exists \text{ whenever } P \in \left[\frac{\phi_2}{1 + \phi_2}, \frac{\phi_1}{1 + \phi_2}\right]. \text{ Moreover, since } \phi_\lambda \text{ is strictly increasing in } \mu, \text{ this fixed point is}
unique. The proof for \( v = \theta \) and \( v = k \) is analogous.

Finally, I show that the expected equilibrium shares are unique. Suppose not. Then for some probability triple \((P, \alpha_B, \alpha_S)\), there exist \(v, v'\) with \(v \neq v'\) such that both are fixed points of \(\Phi\). WLOG suppose \(v < v'\). Since \(\sigma(v)\) is decreasing in \(v\) and \(\beta(v)\) is increasing in \(v\), \(\min \phi(v) \geq \max \phi(v')\). Then \(\phi(v, \mu) \geq \phi(v', \mu')\) and so:

\[
v = \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi(v, \mu) \geq \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi(v', \mu') = v'
\]

which contradicts \(v' > v\).

**Proof of Proposition 3.** First, let \(P^u\) be the aggregate recognition probability under unicameralism, and note by construction \(P^u = \frac{\alpha_B P}{\alpha_B P + \alpha_S (1 - P)}\) and so \(\frac{1 - P^u}{P^u} = \frac{\alpha_S}{\alpha_B} \frac{1 - P}{P}\).

Let \((P, \alpha_B, \alpha_S)\) be such that the equilibrium ratio satisfies \(v^u < 1\). By Proposition 2, \(v^u = \frac{\alpha_S}{\alpha_B} \frac{1 - P}{P} \cdot \phi_1^u\). By similar argument, \(v = \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi(\alpha_B) \leq \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1(\alpha_B)\), since \(\phi\) is decreasing in \(v\). Suppose \(\alpha_S > \alpha_B \frac{\phi_1(\alpha_B)}{\phi_1^u}\). Then \(v \leq \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1(\alpha_B) < \frac{\alpha_S}{\alpha_B} \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1^u = v^u < 1\). Hence \(v < v^u\).

Suppose instead that \(v < v^u < 1\). Then \(v = \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1(\alpha_B) < \frac{\alpha_S}{\alpha_B} \frac{1 - P}{P} \phi_1^u\), which implies that \(\alpha_S > \alpha_B \frac{\phi_1(\alpha_B)}{\phi_1^u}\). This proves the first part of proposition.

To prove the second part, define the following sets which partition the space of feasible majority requirements:

\[
A_1 = \left\{ (M_L, M_U) | M_L \leq M_U < s + b \frac{s - (M_L - 1)}{s - \delta (M_L - 1)} \text{ and } M_L \leq s \right\}
\]

\[
A_2 = \left\{ (M_L, M_U) | \frac{k M_U - M_L}{k - 1} > s \text{ and } M_L > s, \text{ or } M_U \leq s \text{ and } M_U < M_L < s + k, \right. \\
\left. \text{or } M_L \leq s & \text{ & } M_U > s + b \frac{s - M_L}{s - \delta M_L} \right\}
\]

\[
A_3 = \left\{ (M_L, M_U) | M_L \geq s + k \text{ and } \frac{k M_U - M_L}{k - 1} \leq s \right\}
\]

Let \(\Delta = b k (\sigma_B - \hat{\sigma}_B) - s (\beta_S - \hat{\beta}_S) + \delta (\beta_S \delta_B - \sigma_B \hat{\beta}_S)\), where \(\sigma_B = \alpha_B \sigma_{B^L} + (1 - \alpha_B) \sigma_{B^U}\).

Note that this expression simplifies to \(\Delta = (b k - \delta \beta_S) (\sigma_B - \hat{\sigma}_B)\) if \(\beta_S = \hat{\beta}_S\) and \(\Delta = -(s - \delta \sigma_B) (\beta_S - \hat{\beta}_S)\) if \(\sigma_B = \hat{\sigma}_B\). It is easily verified that \(\Delta > 0\) iff \(\phi_1(\alpha_B) > \hat{\phi}_1\) (which
implies that $\frac{\phi_1(a_B)}{\phi_1} > 1$). To show that $\alpha_s \leq \alpha_B$ it suffices to show that $\Delta \leq 0$.

Suppose $(M_L, M_U) \in A_1$. Then $M_L < M_U$ and $M_L \leq s$. If $M_U \leq s$, then $\sigma_B = M_U - 1 > M_L - 1 = \hat{\sigma}_B$ and $\beta_S = \hat{\beta}_S = 0$, and so $\Delta = bk (M_U - M_L) > 0$. If instead, $s < M_U < s + b \frac{s - (M_L - 1)}{s - \delta(M_L - 1)}$, then $\sigma_B = s > M_L - 1 = \hat{\sigma}_B$, and $\beta_S = k (M_U - s) > 0 = \hat{\beta}_S$. Then

$$\Delta = bk (s - (M_L - 1)) - sk (M_U - s) + \delta k (M_U - s) (M_L - 1)$$
$$= k [b (s - (M_L - 1)) - (M_U - s) (s - \delta (M_L - 1))]$$
$$> 0$$

where the last inequality is implied by $M_U < s + b \frac{s - (M_L - 1)}{s - \delta(M_L - 1)}$.

Suppose $(M_L, M_U) \in A_2$. There are three possibilities. (1) If $\frac{k M_U - M_L}{k - 1} > s$ and $M_L > s$ (which implies that $M_U > s$), then $\sigma_B = \hat{\sigma}_B = s$ and $\beta_S = k (M_U - s) > M_L - s = \hat{\beta}_S$. Hence $\Delta = -(s - \delta \sigma_B) (\beta_S - \hat{\beta}_S) < 0$. (2) Suppose $M_U \leq s$ and $M_U < M_L \leq s + k - 1$. Since $M_U \leq s$, then $\beta_S = \hat{\beta}_S$, and since $M_U < M_L$, then $\sigma_B = \hat{\sigma}_B$. Hence $\Delta = (bk - \delta \beta_S) (1 - \alpha) (\sigma_{B_U} - \sigma_B)$ and $\Delta < 0$ if $\sigma_{B_U} < \hat{\sigma}_B$. Since $M_L \leq s + k - 1$ (i.e. $M_L - k < s$), then $\sigma_{B_U} \in \{M_L - k, M_U - 1\}$. Furthermore, by the assumptions on $M_L$ and $M_U$, $M_L - k < \min \{M_L - 1, s\}$ and $M_L - 1 < \min \{M_L - 1, s\}$. Hence $\sigma_{B_U} \in \{M_L - 1, s\} = \hat{\sigma}_B$, and so $\Delta < 0$. (3) Suppose $M_L \leq s$ and $M_U > s + b \frac{s - (M_L - 1)}{s - \delta(M_L - 1)}$. Then $\beta_S = k (M_U - s) > 0 = \hat{\beta}_S$ and $\sigma_B = s > M_L - 1 = \hat{\sigma}_B$. Hence

$$\Delta = bk (s - (M_L - 1)) - sk (M_U - s) + \delta k (M_U - s) (M_L - 1)$$
$$= k [b (s - (M_L - 1)) - (M_U - s) (s - \delta (M_L - 1))]$$
$$< 0$$

where the last inequality is implied by $M_U > s + b \frac{s - (M_L - 1)}{s - \delta(M_L - 1)}$. Hence $\Delta < 0$ whenever $(M_L, M_U) \in A_2$. □
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